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Abstract- In recent time, internet has revolutionized the whole technology. It is acting as a backbone for the information 

technology. Subsequently, IoT has seen considerable development as internet became more common. Similarly, research is 

being carried out to make IoT applications more user friendly especially in web based and android technologies. Internet of 

thing gives an extensive control by enabling to control remotely the switching of electronics devices such as fan, water pump, 

cameras, TV etc. In this paper, an IoT based home automation system for remotely controlling the home equipment’s is 

proposed. We are using Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa to control and monitor the electrical appliances with voice 

command through internet which gives more space for controlling electrical appliances. In automations, things are 

automatically controlled usually the basic tasks of turning ON/OFF of devices. Here we can not only turn on/off basic devices 

but can also regulate the speed of fan by setting it at i.e. 30%, 60 and 100%. This makes our IoT based system more intelligent 

to control electronic devices both from within the home and outside the home as long as internet is available. This will help to 

reduce the wastage of electricity and save human energy. 
 

Index Terms-- Home Automation, Relay, Node-MCU (ESP32), Internet of Things (IoT), Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, Voice Control, 

Smartphone.  

 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Human Machine Interaction (HMI) [1]–[3] has gradually 

increase in the last century. The major breakthrough is marked 

with the advent of the computer. It has revolutionized every 

field of life. Recently, internet has made worldwide 

communication more convenient and efficient. Research in HMI 

has progressed, and internet has been used for integrating of 

different electronic devices together.  The devices are controlled 

remotely by us from anywhere through internet. This 

technology is known as Internet of things (IOT) [4]–[6]. The 

objective of the application presented in this paper is to 

remotely control electronics devices from anywhere. It gives us 

more flexible control by controlling the speed of the fan. 

IoT has very wide applications in many different fields. Its Area 

of applications ranges from very simple level to macro level 

which includes ecommerce [7], coal mines [8], smart grid [10], 

laboratory control and monitoring [11], agriculture [12] and a 

number of other fields [13]-[16]. Technology is improving day 

by day and there has been a lot development but energy is still 

one major issue. Power consumption is of concern in today’s 

world. It has been reported that the information and 

communication technology (ICT) solely consumes 4.7% 

electricity of the world and this percentage is likely to reach 10 

% [17]–[19]. The population of India which makes 17% of the 

world population has very less reserves of energy resources i.e. 

about 0.6%, 0.4% and 7% of the total gas, oil and coal, 

respectively, on earth [20]. On the other hand, the rapid growth in 

ICT industry in India has drastically increased the consumption of 

electricity to 31 TWh from 24 TWh over a period of five years 

(from 2009-2014). According to rough estimate in 2015, the 

electricity consumption was 6.5% world [19]. 

In this paper, a smart and intelligent home automation system 

proposed which is developed in order to control the electricity 

consumption by controlling the consumption of power more 

efficiently. It will help us to reduce the electricity consumption 

at consumer ends, make our equipment secure by helping the 

user to control the equipment remotely. We have discussed 

smart home automation system in section II, proposed system 

design and its implementation in section III, implemented model 

and working procedure in section IV and conclusion in section 

V. 

 

II.SMART HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM 

 Energy demand is rising with time. Electric power is necessary 

for the function of the electronic related equipment.  

In today’s busy life, life is unimaginable without electricity and 

we are getting more dependent on electronics devices. 

Consequently, the demand and cost of electricity has increased. 
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Therefore, Home automation has become a well-researched area. 

An efficient and intelligent home automation will help us control 

the home appliances remotely using IoT [21] – [24].  It also 

benefits disabled and old aged people by controlling fan, bulb etc. 

without any physical connection [9] [25]. There has already been 

a lot of research on home automation [21], [23], [24],[26]–[28]. 

The Previously designed systems are mostly using DTMF or 

Bluetooth [9], [21], [26], [27], [29]–[31]. There are short comings 

with both these systems. DTMF requires dedicated PSTN channel 

of communicating between the controller and main supply units. 

In case of Bluetooth, communication range is short. 

MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) one of the most 

popular protocol, is used to send and receive information from the 

sensor [28]. MQTT protocol is used for establishing remote 

connections i.e. wireless over Wi-Fi, Bluetooth in a network 

where the devices has limitations and constraints in terms of 

resources and bandwidth of network. It is mostly implemented on 

transport network which is lossless, ordered and run bidirectional 

such TCP/IP. MQTT is OASIS standard as well as recommended 

by ISO i.e. ISO/IEC 20922. MQTT protocol has two main 

elements one is message broker and another is number of clients. 

A message broker is basically a server receives messages from 

different clients and the sends it by routing it to the relevant 

destination. A client will be any device that uses MQTT library 

and is connected to an MQTT connection. The MQTT has three 

main components in following the protocol i.e. connect, publish 

and subscribe. The MQTT follows the publish/subscribe pattern 

for communication between machine to machine (M2M). The 

clients are characterized either as publisher i.e. message sender 

clients or subscriber i.e. message receiver client. The publisher 

and receiver never directly interact with one another rather 

communicate through a third party i.e. broker. /the message is 

sent to the broker which is sent to subscriber for which it is 

designated. If the relevant subscriber is offline or not subscribed; 

the last message is discarded otherwise it is stored and sent when 

the subscriber subscribes if the message is designated as retained 

message by the publisher. Similarly, if a relevant publisher is 

offline or has not published; the broker sends a cache message to 

the subscriber.  The broker must first establish a connection 

between the publisher and subscriber ensuring proper 

connectivity b sending messages to check the availability of the 

clients. MQTT has many advantages. It removes any insecure 

client connection. It has a very large scope in terms of 

connections. We can establish a wide range of connections 

ranging from one to thousands. It is capable of maintaining the 

status of all clients including their security and certificates 

credentials. It decreases the strain on cellular or satellite network 

to which it is connected keeping the security intact.  The sensor 

measures the room’s temperature and humidity which is accessed 

through Raspberry pie. One of the home automations is designed 

using Raspberry pie with a user friendly web based interface to 

control appliances [23]. Another home automation system is 

using ZigBee [26]. 

It is been made possible through IoT to convert non-smart devices 

into smart device by controlling it through applications. Home 

automation through IoT makes it smart home by enabling us to 

control the appliances more robustly. For Security, homes can be 

monitored through cameras installed which are operated through 

internet. A user has greater control and can switch on/off their 

appliances at will to limit electricity consumption and reduce cost.  

There can be additional features in our smart home such intruder 

detection in case someone enters the home through use of sensors 

and cameras. The system can be made more intelligent, for 

instance, automatically turn on fan and lights when a person 

enters a room. 

Such idea serves as the main purpose for developing an IoT based 

home automation system. It is both voice control and web based 

application service to control monitor the different appliances of 

our home. It has been made more secure by adding a user-defined 

command which will enable the systems operation.  

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN AND ITS 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The most vital mode of communication is speech. It is also used 

in man-machine interaction as inputs to the machine [32]. 

Amazon Alexa or Google assistant can be used together with 

web-based applications making a more user friendly and 

intelligent home automation. 

It is a multimodal home automation system. Its advantage is that 

the control can be achieved through different modes in case one 

mode is ineffective. For instance, noise in the background 

disrupts the performance of google assistant. In this case, web-

based application will still provide effective control. Hence, this 

model is more flexible and robust which can be seen in the 

architecture shown in Figure 1. 

In figure 1, there is a main controller unit (a switch) with a 24 

hours Wi-Fi connection which is automatically connected with 

the controller as programmed and there is a backup power. In case 

of failure in Wi-Fi connectivity, the appliances can manually 

control through buttons on the switch board. It has both smart 

control as well as manual control. 

The home appliances may not be inherently smart. They can be 

made smart by connecting sub units with main controller. Hence, 

it can be accessed through google assistant or Amazon Alexa and 

web based IoT application. The communication maintained 

through Sinric. The home automation systems have following 

main components which are, Node-MCU (ESP32), Amazon 

Alexa, Sinric, Arduino Software (IDE), Relays and Load (Light 

Bulb and Fan).  

Amazon Alexa developed from Ivona, a speech synthesizer, 

which was developed in Poland. It is a virtual assistant capable 

voice based control, playing music. Alarm notifications, playing 

podcasts, reading audiobooks and giving real time news updates 

on weather, sports etc. and other real time data. It is also capable 

of controlling other devices when used with third party i.e. mobile 

app. Its speech recognition of different natural languages based 

upon AI is used in home automation. 
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FIGURE 1. Smart home automation system architecture 

 

    Sinric pro is web based service provider used in making a 

connection between Alexa and IoT developmental board. It is 

compatible with all Amazon IoT device boards. It has python, 

C++, NodeJS libraries and related examples which is easy to 

work on and ready in short time. On a higher level, users with 

high skills can make their own customized setup consisting of 

their own rooms and schedule. REST API is used to monitor 

them. 

   Arduino Software (IDE) refers to Arduino Integrated 

Development Environment. It is an open source software 

compatible with any Arduino board. It has very simple interface 

consisting code editor, toolbar and a status bar. There are built in 

libraries and complete examples for some small projects. The 

software can be operated on Window, Linux, and Mac OS X. It 

has been designed in such a ways that everyone children, 

hobbyist, engineer and experts can work on it make electronic 

systems and develop prototypes. Arduino coding language is very 

simple. It uses basic C/C++ language for writing codes.  

   Node-MCU (ESP 32) is development board with different 

modules integrated on one board. It is an open source which is 

very flexible which makes it very popular in building IoT based 

applications. The feature of interest is its Wi-Fi capabilities and 

low cost. The computation time is low thus high processing speed 

in performing tasks and use lua script.  

Amazon Alexa application is used to control home appliances 

through voice and also soft triggers provided that Wi-Fi 

connectivity is enabled in the whole circuit. In case, Wi-Fi failure, 

manual switch buttons can be used. Amazon Alexa also displays 

our daily, weekly and monthly consumption of power.  

   Sinrric is a web-based service provider used to develop a 

connection between IoT our main controller unit i.e. Node-MCU 

ESP32 and mobile application. It functions as MQTT broker. 

MQTT a popular protocol in IoT used for sending and receiving 

of feed data [28]. Its computation time is less therefore data is 

transferred at a faster rate. The connection is established requires 

80 bytes from device to server and 20 bytes between server and 

device. Therefore, it is quite convenient to work with it on mobile 

application and conditional statements. The software used is 

Arduino IDE for code compilation. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTED MODEL & WORKING PROCEDURE: 

 

In figure 2, complete working procedure of the smart home 

automation is shown. Internet connectivity is fundamental 

requirement to establish connectivity throughout the system. The 

smart home system is accessible from the web-service as well as 

Google assistant or Amazon Alexa. In the flowchart the complete 

mechanism is expressed step by step. After the successful link of 

internet the secure connection is being established between smart 

phone and ESP-32. The next step is to define the voice for the 

devices to be turned ON or OFF.   

 
FIGURE 2. System flow on the smart home automation system using Amazon 

Alexa and Google Assistant 

 

The first choice is Amazon Alexa or Google assistant to access 

our home automation system. The Amazon Alexa is powered by 

Alexa Voice Assistance (AVA), a sophisticated voice control 

assistant. For the purpose of processing user requests and meeting 

each user's specific needs, Alexa employs natural language 

processing methods that have been taught by Amazon's developer 

community and user base. The word "Alexa" can be used to 

activate the voice service. As previously noted, the voice 

command "Alexa, Turn the lights on" can be used to activate the 

skill or application that we have created. When Alexa is activated, 

a cloud-based script is launched, which in turn triggers a turn on 

the light. When it has finished computing, it sends Alexa a 

confirmation. Only the most important information is delivered to 

Alexa, who then relays it. Similarly, to regulate the speed of fan 

the voice command “Alexa, Turn the fan on” is applied to activate 
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the application. If user wants to change the speed of fan the voice 

command “Alexa, Turn the fan on at 30% speed”. Therefore, the 

voice command can also be applied to increase the speed of fan at 

60% or 100%. The designated devices can be shut down with the 

help of voice command. It is important to mention here that the 

fan speed regulation is another novel feature in this research 

work. However, in case of distortion due surrounding noise, web-

based service can be used to access the system. The access 

through Amazon Alexa or Google assistant is username and 

password protected to prevent unauthorized access making it 

secure. In Figure 3, the internal architecture of the controller unit 

is shown. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Internal Architecture of the controller unit 

Once internet connection is established successfully, a user using 

statement command control/monitor their home appliance 

through Amazon Alexa and Google assistant shown in figure 4. 

The system is using Sinric interface to connect Amazon Alexa, 

Google Assistant and the ESP32 Node MCU. Our main control 

unit i.e. the brain of the whole system is ESP32 Node MCU. 

There are 8-channels relay modules connected the home 

appliances with our main controller. ESP-32 controller controls 

the switching of these relays and in turn control the appliances. 

Lights, Fridge and Air conditioner are controlled through of 5 of 

these relay while remaining 3 relays control the fan. An additional 

feature is introduced i.e. to regulate the speed of the fan 

effectively with the help of voice command. The speed of fan is 

regulated efficiently as the voice command can be captured faster 

than writing or typing, therefore, voice command is much more 

efficient to implement. In this project the fan speed is regulated 

on three different levels. It can be seen from figure 5 that there are 

three different levels (30, 60 and 100) applicable in fan speed 

controller. These levels can be applicable with the help of simple 

voice command to regulate the speed of fan. There is also manual 

switch available in figure 5 to regulate the speed of fan as an 

alternate way. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 4. IoT home automation dashboard developed on Amazon Alexa & 

Google Assistant 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Prototype model of control unit along with the home equipment’s 

 

It is very important feature of this project which is suitable for 

people with a physical disability but could talk. This voice 

command feature could minimize and eliminate constraints to 

handicap accessibility and provide safe environment for the users.  

Therefore, in this paper, we have presented the design of the 

smart home automation system with the design of the primary 

control unit. In figure 3, a complete connection of whole system 

with the main control unit i.e. ESP32 is shown. To ensure 
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uninterrupted smooth working, a power source is required to keep 

the circuit in working. In figure 4, the layout developed on 

Amazon Alexa shows the IoT home automation dashboard. 

Finally, using amazon alexa or google assistant home appliances 

can be controlled successfully with user command in the designed 

system as shown in figure 5. In figure 6, the control of room 

lights. In the same figure, fan speed regulation and control 

through manual switches is shown. The system is quite flexible, 

and any appliance can be connected with the control unit. 

V.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a design of a smart home automation system with a 

step by step procedure is presented. Any home appliance can be 

made smart and intelligent device through the control unit 

designed using the IoT. The hardware part is presented here 

which shows experimentally the working of the proposed design. 

Switching of Home appliances like lights and fan can be seen 

with regulation of fan speed as well. A voice command feature 

has also been introduced for fan speed control. It gives us the 

advantage to access our smart home system remotely from 

anywhere using IoT. It will help us save the energy. Apart from 

this, it is a smart assistive system for old age and disabled people. 

In future, the system can be upgraded by integrating more control 

units thus making more intelligent, smarter and more flexible by 

increasing its scope.  
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